
 

Model: T 6000TGSV  

Tecno 65cm 3-burner glass hob with Inferno Wok Burner Technology 

 

Features of the T 6000TGSV: 

Powerful flame – everybody will adore the high power Inferno Wok Burner (left) which is designed and engineered to 

produce a powerful and efficient flame. Sheer heat generated from this revolutionary new burner allows food to be 

brought up to temperature much quicker, giving you that elusive charred flavour in your dishes. Rapid and semi-rapid 

burners on the right on the other hand are perfect for sautéing and slow simmering. 

Easy maintenance – SCHOTT Germany tempered glass cooktop is not just sleek & aesthetically pleasing with 3 bevelled 

edges, but also easy to clean and maintain. What’s more, it’s available in 3 stylish colours (Black, Ceran Grey, and Optic 

White) to match any kitchen theme. 

Precision cooking – Smooth turning knobs allow for precise flame adjustment just the way you want it! 

Ergonomic design – Burners are strategically spaced to fit an XXL-sized Wok, and 2 medium pots/pans all at once. 

Uncompromised Safety –Equipped with instant ignition safety valve device, which cuts off the gas supply if the flame 

accidentally gets extinguished. 

Versatility - With our Variable Valve System (V V S), the large inferno wok burner is able to double up for both the heaviest 

frying and the lightest simmering simply by turning the knob to eliminate the outer ring of fire. 

Excellent Lifespan - High-strength aluminium alloy burners and brass burner caps make for long lasting components. 

Heavy duty – Sturdy Cast Iron pan and wok supports for heavy duty use 

Cool Touch Knobs – Designer knobs made using Bakelite material to reduce heat absorption from the powerful burners, 

thus eliminating the chances of burning your fingers when adjusting the fire, especially after long periods of usage. 

  



Dimensions 

Cut-out: L545mm x D335mm H x 65mm 

 

 



About the Inferno Wok Burner 

4 years of intensive R&D together with decades of relentless innovation have led to the creation of the most powerful and 

efficient burner in the market to date. Introducing our brand new Inferno Wok Burner. Every aspect of its sleek futuristic 

design is shaped by our pursuit to maximize flame efficiency and power. Its distinct piston-like cylindrical chambers not 

only makes for good design but also helps create longer and more intense flames by optimizing gas dispersion and 

ensuring ample oxygen intake through the spaces in between.  

 

 

 

 


